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Tensile structures



Munich (Germany), Allianz Arena - Customer: City of Munich, Bavaria
The FENCEBOX is for European soccer Championships used inside and outside the stadium. 
Inside it is used only when necessary, for the separation of opposing fans. The outside is 
used for the management of the masses of people when it is necessary to channel toward 
predetermined directions. It is also used for the delimitation of exclusive areas allocated to 
reserved zones or service areas. In this case it is possible to integrate the FENCEBOX with 
pedestrian gates and driveways. The network of FENCEBOX can be equipped with shielding 
matt which can represent an advertising support.

Gdansk (Poland), PGE Arena - Customer: City of Gdansk
The FENCEBOX has been used both inside the stadium and outside the 
stadium. Inside it is used only when necessary, for the separation of opposing 
fans. The outside is used for the management of the masses of people when it 
is necessary to channel toward predetermined directions. It is also used for the 
delimitation of exclusive areas allocated to reserved zones or service areas. In 
this case it is possible to integrate the FENCEBOX with pedestrian gates and 
driveways. The network of FENCEBOX can be equipped with shielding matt 
which can represent an advertising support.

St. Gallen (Switzerland), AFG Arena - Customer: City of St. Gallen
The FENCEBOX has been used both inside the stadium and outside the stadium. Inside it is 
used only when necessary, for the separation of opposing fans. The outside is used for the 
management of the masses of people when it is necessary to channel toward predetermined 
directions. It is also used for the delimitation of exclusive areas allocated to reserved zones 
or service areas. In this case it is possible to integrate the FENCEBOX with pedestrian gates 
and driveways. The network of FENCEBOX can be equipped with shielding matt which can 
represent an advertising support.

Humanitarian camp NATO (Spain) -Customer: Spanish 
Government
The FENCEBOX was used for the delimitation of the 
humanitarian field installed by NATO in Spain.

The G8 Summit in Heiligendamm - Germany  - Customer: German Government
The FENCEBOX has been used by law enforcement as an additional security measure and was 
equipped with an electronic alert.
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